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"WAYS OF God are honest just

and straight.

The righteous will live with

them. The wicked will stumble -

self destroy while destroying

others."Bible Hoshea 14:1

Moshe Siselsender



Yeshorim darkai

Jfas|em tzadikim
ualchu bom verashoim

yikoshlu bom



The most famous widely read

Book is the Bible. The Jewish

Bible is the inspiration for 3

religions Judaism Christianity

Islim.



For the last 4

thousand years men -

not GOD -have been

the custodians of the

Bible.

Judaism believes that

God 4000 YEARS AGO

REVEALED THE Torah

privately to Adam Noah



Shem Abraham Isaac

Jacob SARAH Rebecca

Leah and Rachel Moses

Aaron and Mirriam . All

these people observed

the Torah the civil

criminal laws obligated

all society to observe

and the Jewish



rituals-the Chukim -

before it was publically

given at Mount Sinai

3400 years ago. Then

the Chukim the Jewish

rituals - Kosher laws

Sabbath Holiday laws

prayer laws tefillin

Tzitzis sukah lulov esrog



fasting circumcision

taharot mishpocho

purity sanctity laws

sexual marriage laws

became obligatory

only for Jews.

All civil moral ethica

laws passed by each

country state to run



and keep order in their

states for all people in

their jurisdiction were

mandatory since Adam-

FOR ALL HUMANS JEWS

AND NON JEWS.

All laws have the

sanction of GOD.



Religion is like fire. It

can be used for good.

Religion can also be

misused and religion

can be the source of all

evil. The Communist

maniofesto focuses on

this theme . Religion as

misused for 2000 years



by the Catholic and

Protestant Churches

was misused to

slumber trusting minds

that the Church leaders

were the messengers

the vicars of Christ on

earth or the rightful

representatives of the



Prophet on earth to

preach the ways of

Islim. By blinding the

multitudes and having

them elect to die for

the greater glory of

God. " God is great

Allah akbar" they

would instantaneously

10



merit to be a shadiah a

martyr. They would

merit 70-100 virgin

females for male

martyrs and 70-100

male virgins for female

martyrs.

What a sexual delight.

I did not know that sex
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was the reward for

"martyr-doom."

In that way religion is

converted to be a

destructive force. The

Islim brand of

" terrorist religion" is as

deadly and corrupt as

the European brand of

12



corrupting the different

streams of Catholic

religion and the

multitude -over300 or

3000 varieties-

different branches of

Protestant

Belief. It was men who

exploited the religion

13



and transformed them

to become vehicles of

genocide. The

Europeans murdered

billions of innocent

people in their quest

goal that they were the

"chosen super people."

They stole this title

14



from the Jews. While

Chosen for the Jew

meant chosen by God

to observe the Chukim

defined above KOSHER

LAWS TEFILIN SUKAH

LULOV TEFININ PRAYER

FASTING TAHAROT

HAMISHPOCHO NOT
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OBLIGATORY FOR NON

JEWS. NON JEWS

MERIED ETERNITY AND

HEAVEN IF THEY

OBSERVED THE CIVIL

CRIMINAL LEGISLATION

OF THEIR STATE

NATION. There was no

16



defference of rewards

for the Jew or non Jew.

The European stole the

title of "chosen" from

the Jew and self

crowned themselves as

the "chosen" Because

they accepted the

concept of Jesus being

17



the son of God and God

Himself. THESE

EUROPEANS

APPOINTED

THEMSELVES AND THE

CHURCH LEADERS WHO

WOULD AGREE TO

SUPPORT THEIR

INPERIAL GOALS TO

18



CONDEMN ALL THEIR

SUBJESTS TO MISERY

AND CORRUPTION. The

Church blinded and

kept the multitude in a

slumber promising

them a glorious after

life next to Jesus if they

would not question

19



their present plight and

misery. Questioning

and attempts to

improve their status

were punished by

burning alive. This

continued until the 17

century until the

RENNAISSANCE UNTIL

th

20



THE AMERICAN AND

FRENCH REVOLUTION.

THEN THE POISONOUS

SNAKE THE CHURCH

AND RELIGIOUS

TYRANNY WAS FINALLY

STIFLED.

Jew served as the

emissaries of the

21



stifling of the Catholic

hegemony. Jews

provided Protestant

leaders Martin Luther

with accurate

translations of the

Hebrew Bible. Martin

Luther displayed his

gratitude before his

22



own death by writing 2

Anti Semitic books "the

Jew and his lies "and

"hashem hameforush."

In these 2 books

Luther urges his

followers to burn all

Jewish holy books and

synaoguges, banish all

23



Jews and kill all Jews

who refuse to convert

to his brand of

Christianity. This

mantra was developed

and applied against

other Christians who

questioned the

interpretation of the

24



Bible of their leaders.

Thousands and millions

of Christians were

burned alive stangled

hung for daring to

question the "super

minds "of their

leaders. Luther was

partly responsible and

25



shared the blame for

the 1300 year wars of

Protestants against

Catholics. Millions of

people were killed on

each side- in the name

of which brand of

Christianity better

represented who and

26



what Jesus Christ was.

Does this sound

familiar with the brand

of religion ISIS is

presently espousing?

Religion again has

become the opium of

the masses. The

Communist manifesto

27



proclaimed that

"religion is the opium

of the masses.
//

All mankind must

recognize that all

religion comes from the

Jew. God elected the

Jew as His chosen. God

28



who is Eternal does not

change His mind. God is

not a human who is

here today and gone

the next instant. God

gave all of historical

Israel- Jerusalem Judea

Samaria Golan Gaza for

the Jewish people. It is

29



God THAT IS THE One

to be confronted for all

who want preach and

fight for a Palestinian

state. To negate this

premise that all of

Israel belongs only for

the Jewish people is

akin as cursing and

30



denying God and what

is written in the Bible.

See my books 49 50 51

52 52 54 55 56 57 58 59

60 61 62.

"Netzech Yisroel lo

Ishaker. The eternal of

Israel does not lie." Nor

does He die [rhimes

31



with lies] and his words

do not die or change, b

The protagonists of the

Protestant churches or

Catholic Churches WILL

DIE BECAUSE THEY LIE

THAT HISTORICAL

ISRAEL IS NOT FOR

JEWS.
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One can not be a

friend of God and the

Jews who denies

historical Israel-Yehuda

Shomron Golan and

Jew-rusalem as Jewish

Israel.
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